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The Painlev6 formulations and exact solutions 
of the nonlinear evolution equations for modulated 
gravity wave trains 
Bhimsen K. Shivamoggi and David K. Rollins 
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32816 
(Received 31 March 1993; accepted for publication 29 March 1994) 
In this article the integrability aspects of the nonlinear evolution equations for 
modulated gravity wave trains are investigated by demanding the Painlevi property 
of the solutions. The Painleve formulations also lead to kink-shaped exact localized 
solutions of these equations. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Zakharov’ showed that the evolution of a weakly nonlinear, nearly monochromatic deep-water 
gravity wave train subjected to a two-dimensional modulation is governed by a nonlinear S&r& 
dinger equation for the modulated complex envelope A 
,i-( p +o’ 2) +ow” 2 +~$-&k~~A/“A=Cl, 
where w, and k, are the frequency and the wave number, respectively, of the carrier wave propa- 
gating in the x direction, and the primes on w denote differentiation with respect to k. Benney and 
Roskes2 gave a rigorous derivation of Eq. (l), using the method of multiple scales. 
The properties of Eq. (1) are remarkably different from those of its one-dimensional counter- 
part. The unbounded nature of the linear instability region in the wave number space for Eq. (1) is 
one such feature. Yuen and Fergusson3 and Martin and Yuen4 numerically solved Eq. (1) for 
spatially periodic boundary conditions and showed that the long-time evolution of the linearly 
unstable solution is composed of the growth and decay of all the harmonics of the initial pertur- 
bation that lie within the unstable region, each one alternately dominating the evolution. Martin 
and Yuen4 found that the energy initially contained in low wave number modes leaked to linearly 
unstable arbitrarily higher harmonics so that, for long times, the energy sharing occurred among 
the arbitrarily high wave number modes. Shivamoggi and Mohapatra’ gave an analytic explana- 
tion of this phenomenon using the ideas advanced earlier by Thyagaraja6 for the one-dimensional 
counterpart of Eq. (1). This was accomplished by showing that the nonlinear wave system asso- 
ciated with Eq. (1) can be described as effectively possessing an arbitrarily high number of 
degrees of freedom so that the overall motion can at best be only quasirecurrent. 
. 
The effect of finite depth h of the water on the evolution of the gravity wave train was 
considered by Davey and Stewartson and Djordjevic and Redekopp.* In water of finite depth, the 
gravity wave train induces a mean flow, which is a nonlocal effect. The evolution of this gravity 
wave train is then described by a nonlinear Schriidinger equation like Eq. (1) coupled to a 
Poisson-type equation for the potential @ of the mean flow 
(l-&)(9-a2) +g-2(1-0*)2 
(T4 cr2 I 
IAi2A 
+k,[ ,+?]A z, (2) 
oo22-2488/94J35(9)/4n9/20/$6.00 
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where o= tanh k,h. 
Several investigations have been made of the properties of Eqs. (2) and (3) (Freeman and 
Davey,’ Anker and Freeman,” Ablowitz and Haberman,” Ablowitz and Segur,12 Tajiri and 
Hagiwara,13 etc.). An inverse scattering transform (Ablowitz and Haberman”) and soliton solu- 
tions (Anker and Freeman”) of Eqs. (2) and (3), in the long wave limit, have been given. Ablowitz 
and Segur’* conjectured that Eqs. (2) and (3) are not integrable over the entire range of param- 
eters. 
It is now well known that the integrability of a dynamical system is intimately linked with its 
analytical structure. By using the Painlevd property (Ince14) of the solutions, namely, that the only 
movable singuIarities are poles, we will investigate in this article whether Eq. (1) and the system 
of Eqs. (2) and (3) are integrable. [It is a well-known fact that the one-dimensional counterpart of 
Eq. (1) is integrable (Ablowitz and Segur”).] For this purpose, it proves to be convenient to 
establish first the Lie group symmetries of Eq. (1) and the system of Eqs, (2) and (3). The Painlevd 
formulation, interestingly enough, also leads to kink-shaped exact solutions of Eq. (1) and Eqs. (2) 
and (3) which are localized about a certain line in the x,y plane. 
II. NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATION FOR MODULATED GRAVITY WAVE TRAINS IN 
DEEP WATER 
In order to investigate the analytic properties of Eq. (l), let us first rewrite it in the following 
form: 
ic43-uUll+u22+pu2u*=0, (4) 
where xi =x, x2 = y, and x3 = t and the subscript j on u denotes differentiation with respect to xi. 
Here, p is a real interaction parameter (p<O for nonlinear gravity waves) and u* is the complex 
conjugate of u. 
A. Conservation laws 
It may be readily verified that the two-dimensional nonlinear Schrijdinger equation (4) has a 
variational characterization. It corresponds to extremizing the action integral 
J(u)= 
111 
L(XI,X2,X3,UI,U2rU3)dx~ dx:! dX3, (5) 
where the Lagrangian density L is given by 
L=; (u*~,-uu3*)+Ju,J~-~u~~~+~ )uj4. (6) 
Conservation laws can be found by applying Noether’s theorem to the functional J(u). J(u) 
is invariant under translations in x1, x2, and x3 and the scaling u * ue’“. Thus, under a local Lie 
group of transformations 
Xa=Xa+&‘)+0(E2), u=u+e7]+O(E2) (7) 
defined by infinitesimal generators p*), a= 1,2,3 and 77, we have the following conservation laws 
(Logan’s): 
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g @)+-g- (?lua*‘q+-$ (7)*-up)) =o, 
a [ a a 1 
where repeated indices are summed over. 
For the scaling in u, pl=O for a=1,2,3 and v=iu, and Eq. (8) becomes 
&(’ zu*z41-iuu~)+-& (iuuz-iu*z+)+& (j~1~)=0, 
which shows that 1~1’ is an invariant. 
For a translation in xi, @‘)=l with p2’=e3)= ~“0, and Eq. (8) becomes 
a * 
ax,2 







Similarly, for a translation in x2, e2’= 1 $l)=t3)= 7’0, and E , 9. (8) becomes 






For a translation in x3, e3’= 1, &‘)=e2)= 7’0, and Eq. (8) becomes 
&- U:U3-U,,:,+$ (UfU3+U2Y$)+$ (UzU3+U2U$) 2 2 
+& ( l+Iu212+~ lu14) =o, 
which leads to the “energy” invariant 





Observe that the “energy” for the two-dimensional nonlinear Schrodinger equation (4) has an 
indefinite character in marked contrast to the one-dimensional version of Eq. (4). Thus, the motion 
of the effective “particle” represented by this invariant can become unbounded. Physically, this is 
due to the fact that the transverse component of the modulation behaves as a negative-energy 
mode (Cairn~‘~). 
B. The Lie group symmetries 
The problem of determining the full symmetry group which leaves a given equation invariant 
is generally a difficult one in practice. One therefore looks for infinitesimal symmetry groups. 
Typically, the latter type of symmetries may be used to introduce the so-called similarity variables 
which may in turn be used to reduce the number of independent variables. In the case of integrable 
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systems, such a reduction may lead to one of the Painleve transcendents with suitable transfor- 
mations. Let us consider the invariance of Eq. (4) under a local Lie group of infinitesimal trans- 
formations with generators @j), j = 1,2,3 and 77 
This then yields the following condition on ei) and 17 (and its extensions $)): 
z 773 . (I)- 7;1(1?+ 17~~+2~uu*77+pu%7*=0, 




@= 7722+2772&42+ ?lu~22-~22~1 (0 - 2#UZI, 
and we have used the result (see Bluman and Kumei”) that, for Eq. (4) which is of a quasilinear 
type, the generators $j) and 7 satisfy the following conditions: 
&i) 
- ~0; j= 1,2,3, 
au 
3% 
dul; =O. I 
(17) 
In Eq. (16), summation over repeated index 1 is implied. 
Using Bqs. (16) and (17), and following the standard procedure to obtain the symmetry group 
generators, we have 
p=(ax3+p)xl+ yx2+ 8X3+(+, 
I$~)=~X*+(C~X~+P)X~+SC~X~+K, 
5’3’=2(5 ax;+PX3)+X, (18) 
n=[-f($*x:+6x,)+f($ar:+ni2)-(ox3+p--ioJ1u.J 
Equation (18) gives a nine-parameter local Lie group of transformations admitted by Eq. (4) with 
infinitesimal generators given by 
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X5=x, c +x2 -& +2x3 G--z4 G, 
1 2 3 
x6=x2 -& +x, -g-I 
1 2 
(19) 
a i a 
X7=x3 ---x1u - ) 
axx, 2 au 
&=x3 -& +;.2, ;, 
X,, X2, and X3 merely reflect the invariance of Eq. (4) under translations in t, x, and y. X, 
corresponds to a gauge transformation u j ue”. X4, X5, X6, X7, and Xs correspond to scaling 
invariances of Eq. (4). The groups corresponding to X2, X4, X6, and X, are peculiar to the 
two-dimensional nonlinear Schrodinger equation (4) and do not reduce to the Lie group of the 
one-dimensional counterpart of Eq. (4) in the appropriate limit. It should be mentioned that a 
symmetry group similar to Eq. (18) was given earlier by Tajiri’9 for a general two-dimensional 
nonlinear Schrodinger equation. 
C. The Painlevi formulation 
7. Symmetry group corresponding to the generator X4 
Consider the symmetry 
corresponding to X4 satisfy 
dxl 
x1x3 
and so have the form 
where 
group corresponding to the parameter LY. The invariant solutions 
dx2 dx3 du 






Using Eq. (21), Eq. (4) becomes 




One may readily verify that Eq. (24) merely corresponds to the symmetry group associated with 
the infinitesimal generator X5! Using Eq. (24), Eq. (23) becomes 
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(25) 
where primes denote differentiation with respect to s. 
In order to investigate the Painlevd property of the solutions of Eq. (25), it is necessary to first 
remove the nonanalytic nature of Eq. (25). For this purpose, one usually embeds Eq. (25) in a 
suitable coupled system (Ablowitz and Segur”). However, we will proceed differently here, and 
put, instead 
G(s)=H(s)eie(‘), (26) 
where H and 13 are real, and separate the resulting equation into real and imaginary parts 
-2H+2(s+s3)H’+(S4-S2)H”-((S4-.s2)He’2+pH3=0, (27) 
The Painleve property can be proven in a straightforward manner by expanding the solutions 
into a Laurent series and investigating whether these expansions contain sufficient number of 
arbitrary constants to cover the entire solution manifold of Eqs. (27) and (28). 
The leading behavior of solutions of Eqs. (27) and (28) at a movable singularity so is deter- 
mined by substituting 
ff=azal, e=bZa2, Z’S--So (2% 
into Eqs. (27) and (28), and balancing the most singular terms, to obtain 
a2=- 2(4-s;) P ’ a,=-1, a2=0, 1 
(30) 
b arbitrary. 
The Painlevd analysis consists in determining the behavior in the neighborhood of the singu- 
larity so, by constructing local expansions with the above leading behaviors as leading terms. 
Equations (27) and (28) are said to exhibit the Painlevd property if these expansions have a simple 
Laurent series so that the singularity is indeed a movable pole. The powers of z at which the 
arbitrary coefficients appear in the series, i.e., the resonances, are determined by setting 
H=az-‘+pz-‘+~ (31) 
and balancing the most singular terms again in Eqs. (27) and (28). This gives 
u=-1,4 (32) 
in order that p is arbitrary. The root cr= - 1, as usual, corresponds to the arbitrariness of s. 
We thus consider the expansions 
H=az-‘+ao+alz+a2z2+a3z3-l-*** , 
f3=b+blz+b2z2+b3z3+b4z4+.*. . I 
(33) 
Substituting Eq. (33) into Eqs. (27) and (28), and collecting terms of equal powers of z, we obtain 
the recursion relations for the aj’s and bj’s 
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bl=O, ul=O, b,=O, a2=0, b3=0, 
a3 arbitrary, b4=0, and 
O~a,+O=O, b4=0 
so that a3 is arbitrary. 
All the Uj’S 6 f 0) and bj’s turn out to be zero so that there are only three (one less than the 
required number: 4) arbitrary parameters--so, b, and a3. Consequently, the Laurent series (33) is 
not a valid local representation of the general solution of Eqs. (27) and (28) in the neighborhood 
of a movable singularity so. Therefore, Eqs. (27) and (28), and hence Eq. (23) does not possess the 
Painlevi property. 
On the other hand, choosing a3=0, one may verify that the Laurent series (33) indeed yields 
the exact solution 
ff=(s-;o)so, 8=b. 
In terms of the original variables, Eq. (35) gives a kink-shaped two-parameter solution 
(36) 
which is localized in the x1, x2 plane about the line x1 - cx2 =O. Since ,D,<O for nonlinear gravity 
waves and H was taken to be real, we require from Eq. (36) that ICI >l. The kink-shaped exact 
solution (36) is sketched in Fig. 1. 
2. Symmetry group corresponding to the generator X, 
The symmetry group corresponding to the parameter y and generated by the generator X6 
turns out to be peculiar to the deep-water case because it is not recovered by taking the deep-water 
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limit of the symmetry groups associated with the finite-depth water case (see Sec. III). Let us 
consider first the similarity reductions of Eq. (4) associated with the symmetry group correspond- 
ing to the generator X,. 
The invariant solutions corresponding to X, satisfy 
dx, dx2 -=- 
x2 Xl 






Using Eq. (38), Eq. (4) becomes 
iu3 -4uq-4x42LQ+~zl u 2 *=(). (40) 
In order to see whether Eq. (40) can be reduced further to an ordinary differential equation, let 
us write it in the following form: 
iu3-ud-x$444+p4 u 2 *co (41) 
and consider the invariance of Eq. (41) under a local Lie group of infinitesimal transformations of 
the form 
U=U+E5(X3,X4,U,U*)+0(E*), 
~~=xi+~$j)(x3,xq,u,u*)+0(~*), j=3,4. I 
This yields the following condition on pi) and 5 (and its extensions Gk)): 
i53-54 (t)-x~5~~-2x,u,& (4)+2/LUU*5+/Ll425*=0, 
where the extensions ck’ are given by expressions similar to those in Eq. (16). 
Noting that $j) and 5 satisfy 
&i) 2 
- ~0, j=3,4, 2 =O 
&4 
and following the standard procedure to obtain the symmetry group generators, we have 





The two-parameter symmetry group given by Eq. (45) is already contained in Eq. (37). As a result, 
one cannot introduce yet another similarity variable to reduce Eq. (40) to an ordinary differential 
equation. However, one may put 
u = U( 4p3, (46) 
where +=x4=x: -xz and reduce Eq. (40) to an ordinary differential equation 
-xu-u’-~2u”s.~u2u*=o, 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 35, No. 9, September 1994 
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where primes denote differentiation with respect to #A 
In order to investigate the Painleve property of the solutions of Eq. (47), it is convenient to put 
u= V( cfpo), (48) 
where V and 8 are real, and separate the resulting equation into real and imaginary parts 
-hv-v’-+2v’f++2vef2+pv3=0, (49) 
-V9’-2~2V’B’-~2V$!‘=O. (50) 
The Painlevi property can be proven in a straightforward manner by expanding the solutions 
into a Laurent series and investigating whether these expansions contain sufficient number of 
arbitrary constants to cover the entire solution manifold of Eqs. (49) and (50). 
The leading-order behavior of solutions of Eqs. (49) and (50) at a movable singularity &, is 
determined by substituting 
v=&‘, t3=bza*, z=qb-t#q, (51) 





The resonances are determined by setting 
and balancing the most singular terms again in Eqs. (49) and (50). This gives 
u=-1,4 
in order that p is arbitrary. 






Substituting Eq. (55) into Eqs. (49) and (50), and collecting terms of equal powers of z, we obtain 
for the aj’s and bj’s 
24; a2=- b arbitrary, uo= 
a(440- 1) 









a, b3 arbitrary, 
4a,(~$~- l)+2a1+0.a3=0, (4o- l)bdw%=O. 
(56) 
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it is obvious that the last two relations in (56) cannot be satisfied. This implies that a3 cannot be 
arbitrary so that the Laurent series (55) is not a valid local representation of the general solution 
of Eqs. (49) and (50) in the neighborhood of a movable singularity &. Therefore, like the 
similarity reductions of Eq. (4) associated with the symmetry group corresponding to the param- 
eter (Y, Eqs. (49) and (50), and hence Eq. (41) do not possess the Painleve property. 
III. NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS FOR MODULATED GRAVITY WAVE TRAINS 
IN WATER OF FINITE DEPTH 




Here, p and Y are real interaction parameters (,uU<O and v>O for nonlinear gravity waves). 
A. Conservation laws 
It may be readily verified that Eqs. (57) and (58) have a variational characterization. It 
corresponds to extremizing the action integral 
J(u,v)= 111 L(xl,x2,x,,u,,u2,u3,~11,~22)dx~ dx2 dxj, (59) 
where $tt=:u and the Lagrangian density L is given by 
Conservation laws can be found by applying Noether’s theorem to the functional J( U, v). J( u, V) 
is invariant under translations in x, , x2, and x3 and the scaling u =+ ue”. Thus, under a local Lie 
group of transformations 
X,=X,+Ep)+0(E2), u=u+E7f+0(e2), v=u+EJ-+O(E2) (61) 
defined by infinitesimal generators p, LY= 1,2,3, 7, and 5, we have the following conservation laws 
(Logan’6): 
a dL -!$ Lp+ g--- a aL (17-uy$Y))+ dL-- 





dL a dL dL d c3L d 








ap dxp ~l-+P') =07 1 
where repeated indices are summed over. 
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For the scaling in U, $a)=0 for a=1,2,3 and l=O and v=iu, and Eq. (62) becomes 
iu*u,-iuu:)+& (iuuz-iu*+)+$- (lz~[~)=O, 
3 
which shows that 1~1’ is an invariant. 
For a translation in n,, &$‘)=l with $2)=$3’=0 and a=[=O, and Eq. (62) becomes 
(63) 
u*“3-uu:)-lul12-lu212+~ lb14+; &+f $1,922 
(64) 
Similarly, for a translation in x2, p2)= 1 with $1)=&3)=0 and a=l=O, and Eq. (62) becomes 
a 




3 2 i 
(65) 
For a translation in x3, g3)= 1 with .!$‘)=&2)= 0 and v=l=O, and Eq. (62) becomes 
-44”h-3 &1-i &1@22 =o* i (66) 
Equation (66) leads to the “energy” invariant 
which, on using IQ. (58), may be reexpressed as 
/ f ( Iu,~~--~u~~~+$’ lu14+k I&,+; ~,$,)dx~ dx2=const. (67) 
The last two terms representing the effect of finite depth in the above integral are positive definite, 
as the longitudinal dispersion term. Therefore, the effect of finite depth is to weaken the indefinite 
character of the “energy” and hence reduce the modulational instability of the gravity wave train. 
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B. The Lie group symmetries 
Let us consider the invariance of Eqs. (57) and (58) under a local Lie group of infinitesimal 
transformations with generators $“, j = 1,2,3, and ~7 and 5 
G=V+E[(XI,X2,X3,U,U*,U)+O(E2), 633) 
Xj=Xj+E~(IXltX2,X3,U,U*,U)+0(E2), j=1,2,3. 
This then yields the following conditions on @j), 7, and 5 (and their extensions v(“’ and Gk)): 
ivy)- ~(1~)+&+2puu*~+pu2?y*-vll~-vu~=0, (69) 
l’,:’ + Sk;) + 4 7711 ~~~U*+2u~77(1~~+2U1~~~~~+Ull17*+U77:1(2~+U~~77)=0, (70) 
where the extensions ~7~~’ and ck) are given by 
$)=7.+?7 u.+7) rJ.-fyul, I J u I UJ I 
(71) 
etc. In Eq. (71), summation over repeated index I is implied. 
Now, little is known about the form of the infinitesimal generators for systems of partial 
differential equations, like Eqs. (57) and (58), in contrast to the situation for a single partial 
differential equation (Bluman and Kumei”). We will seek to make some progress in the following 
by assuming that the infinitesimal generators @j), 7, and 5 satisfy the same conditions as those 
known for a single quasilinear-type partial differential equation 




- =o, d4av 2 =o, (72) 
325 A%=() 2 
-Q =o, auav ag =o. ' au 
Using Eqs. (71) and (72), and following the standard procedure to obtain the symmetry group 
generators, we have 
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~(‘)=c2’(x3)x1 + &(x3), tc2)= a’(x3)x2+&x3), $3)=2a(x3)+ ?, 
77=- 4 [ 
ia”(x3) ih’(x3) iP’(x3) 
(XT-xf)+a’(x3)+-x1--x2+im u, 





4 (x~--x;)+~xl-~x2 . 1 
Equation (73) gives an infinite parameter (a, ir, and b being arbitrary functions) local Lie group 
of transformations admitted by Eqs. (57) and (58). It may be mentioned that the symmetry groups 
of the Davey-Stewartson equations were previously investigated by Tajiri and Hagiwara;17 their 
results are only a subclass of the above set and correspond to &(x3) and &x3) being linear 
functions of xs and a(x3) being a quadratic function of x3. Champagne and Wintemitz2’ investi- 
gated the symmetry groups of the Davey-Stewartson equations separately for the special case 
when the coupling parameter V= 1; their results are also contained in the above set. 
C. The Painlevi formulation 
Consider the class of symmetry groups corresponding to the function a(x3). The infinitesimal 
generators associated with this class of groups are given by 
XL=(Y’(X3)Xl& + (Y’(X3)X2 $ 





+2a(x3) + - 
1 2 4 





4 (XT-X;) II ;. (74) 
The invariant solutions corresponding to X& satisfy 
dx, dX2 dx3 du = z-z 
a’(X3)Xl a’(X3)X2 2dX3) -[(ia”(x3)/4)(x:-x$+a’(x3)]u 
dv 
= -2a’(x3)u +( llv)[(a”(x,)/4)(x~--xi)] (75) 
and so have the form 
u=a -*/2,-(ia’18)(3-xZ)F(~,X), 
where 
and we have suppressed the argument on (Y, for compact notation. 
Using Eq. (76), Eqs. (57) and (58) become 
(76) 
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F,,- Ftiti.+ pF2F* - vFG = 0, (77) 
G,,+G,,+ v(FeqF*+2F+F$+FF&)=0. (78) 
Equations (77) and (78) are the similarity-reductions of Eqs. (57) and (58) associated with the 
whole infinite-parameter symmetry group corresponding to the function LY. The form of Eqs. (77) 
and (78) suggests a further scaling transfonnation 
F=+ g(s). G= h(s), rcI s=-. 
4 





-t-p (gg*“+g*gy =o, 1 031) 
where primes denote differentiation with respect to s. 
In order to investigate the Painlevd property of the solutions of Eqs. (80) and (81), it is 
convenient to put 




The leading behavior of solutions of Eqs. (83)-(85) at a movable singularity so is determined 
by substituting 
H= c&‘, 6’=bzn2, h=c.i+, z=s-so 







b arbitrary, c=-$, a3= -2. 
0 
The resonances are next determined by setting 
(87) 
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and balancing the most singular terms again in Eqs. (83)-(85). This gives 
u1=u2= - 1,2,3,4; a,=0,3 (8% 
in order that p, q, and r are arbitrary. 
We thus consider the expansions 
H=az-1+ag+alZ+a~Z2+a3z3+-~. 9 
8=b+blZ+b2Z2+b3Z3+bqZ4+“. 9 (90) 
h=Cz-2+C-1Z-1 +co+ClZ+c,z2+c3z3+-- . 
Substituting Eq. (90) into Eqs. (83)-(85), and collecting terms of equal powers of z, we obtain for 




c=-w’ /A+[vV(l+S;)] ’ 
b arbitrary, 
2va2 a 
c-1=-,,~~+,~2, , a0=s,, bl=O, b,=O, b,=O, b4=0, 
O.al=O, O.a2=0, co=co(al), cl=cl(al,ad, c2=c2(al,a2), ag=a3(al,a2) 
(91) 
so that a 1 and a? are arbitrary. 
Thus, there are only four (two less than the required number: 6) arbitrary parameters--so, b, 
a,, and a2. Consequently, the Laurent series (90) is not a valid local representation of the general 
solution of Eqs. (83)-(85) in the neighborhood of a movable singularity so. One may now be 
tempted to conclude that Eqs. (83)-(85), and hence, Eqs. (57) and (58) do not possess the Painleve 
property because Eqs. (57) and (58) do not seem to admit another kind of singularity that is 
peculiar to the finite-depth case. 
On the other hand, choosing a,=0 and a,=O, one finds that 
a3=0, a4=0,..., c1=0, c2=0,... 





z”s,“( 1+ s;, * (92) 





which is localized in the xi ,x2 plane about the line xi - cx2 = 0. Since pu<O for the nonlinear 
gravity wave and H was taken to be real, we require from Eq. (93) that ICI 3 1 when 
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FIG. 2. Plot of 1~1 as given in E$. (93) with parameter values b=O, c= l/2, p=-1, and v=5/2. 
p+ v?(I+c~)SO. The kink-shaped exact solution (93) is sketched in Figs. 2 and 3 with 
cr(x3) =xi. Note that, in the limit v * 0, Eq. (93) completely reduces, however, to the correspond- 
ing exact solution (36) for the deep-water case. 
D. Deep-water limit of the symmetry groups of the finite-depth water 
In the deep-water limit v* 0, Eq. (76) implies that 
&.&‘- &Q=o (94 
in order that u is bounded. Equation (94) implies in turn, that 
a(x3)=ox~+KX3+i-l. Cm 
Thus, any departure of (Y(x~) from Eq. (95) is peculiar to the finite-depth water case. 
Observe that the symmetry groups persisting in the limit v * 0 are not the same as the 
symmetry groups existing when v=O. The symmetry group X, in Eq. (19), for the case Y=O, is a 
case in point. 
FIG. 3. Plot of u as given in Eq. (93) with parameter values b= 0, c= 112, CL= - 1, and v=5/2. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 
We have seen in Sets. II and III that the group theoretical reductions of Eq. (1) and the system 
of Eqs. (2) and (3) for gravity wave trains to ordinary differential equations do not possess the 
Painlevi property. Indeed, Ramani2’ alluded to such a possibility previously. It may be noted that 
inverse-scattering transforms of these nonlinear evolution equations for general values of the 
parameters have not been given. Therefore, Eq. (1) does not appear to be integrable. However, it 
may be premature to make a similar conclusion with regard to Eqs. (2) and (3) because these 
equations may admit some other kind of singularity than the ones revealed by the group- 
theoretical reductions discussed in this article which may have the full dimensionality (i.e., pos- 
sessing the right number of arbitrary parameters). One may search for such a fully dimensional 
singularity by dealing with Eqs. (2) and (3) directly, as in the approach proposed by Weiss, Tabor, 
and Carnevale.22 This will be the subject of a forthcoming article. 
The singularity, along xi = cx2, in the kink-shaped solutions (36) and (93) is not physical and 
simply implies that the basic assumptions that led to Eq. (1) and the system of Eqs. (2) and (3) 
have broken down near this line. The singular solutions (36) and (93) then become physically 
meaningful when they are used as “outer” solutions to be matched near x r = cx2 to smooth 
“inner” solutions of the full equations of water waves. This aspect will be addressed in a subse- 
quent article. 
On the other hand, for a typical finite-depth water case, like 4x3) -xz, the exact solution (93) 
is identical to the one for the infinite-depth water case, Eq. (36), provided ,U is suitably redefined. 
It is of interest to note that, a rederivation of the system (2) and (3) (see Appendix) shows that 
even the latter reduce to Eq. (1) if the coefficient of the cubic term p is redefined suitably. 
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APPENDIX 
Consider an initially quiescent fluid subject to a gravitational field -giz, and confined in the 
region z<O. Let us suppose that at time t=O, a progressive wave is established such that the 
elevation of the free surface is raised to y = 77 where 
t=O:~=a(ex,ey)eik”+c.c., e=ka41, (Al) 
which represents a sinusoidal form with slowly varying amplitude. The wave motions for subse- 
quent times at the disturbed free surface described by y= v(x,y,t;e) are governed by the follow- 
ing boundary-value problem: 
-h<z< 7: &+q&+ &=O, 642) 
z=v: 4=77t+A77,+4yr?y, (A3) 
~r+~(~,2+~;+~~)+kv==0, (A4) 
z= -h: q&=0, 645) 
where 4 denotes the perturbation in the velocity potential of the fluid. If the disturbance is 
assumed to be a progressive wave, we may introduce the following independent variables: 
e=kx-ot, c=e(x-ct), ,u=~y, r= e2t, L46) 
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Look for solutions of the form 
4=ik @4(t,z,5,~>d and p=i E”T,(c~~,P,~~. 
1 1 
This leads to a hierarchy of problems of various orders in E 
O(e): 
-h<z<O: k24,55+ 41zz=O, 
z=o: ~,z+07J1~=o, 
8171-~4,~=0~ 
z= -h: t&=0. 
O(2): 
-h<z<O: k*4& hzz= -2k4,55, 
z=O: 42z+01725=k24,~q,f-cq,5- m41,,, 
gq2-042~=-~k24~~-~4:z+c4*5+W4,5zq1, 
z= -h: +2Z=0. 
O(2): 














z=O: 43,~+~~3,5=k242.5~,,~+k24,,~~2,~+k24~,~~~,,~~,-c~2,~- 171+2,zz 
+k41,5771,5+k41,5171,5- hh,zzzv:.+ n,T- 772&z 7 6420) 
m3-~43~= -(k24,,~4,,~+k24,,~4~,~r~~+41,~42,~+41,z41,zz~1)+c42,~+~4~,~z~2 
+W4&71+%‘4&7; +c41,6zql-k41,541,i-41,7, 6421) 
z= -h: &=O. 6422) 
From Eqs. (All)-(A14), we obtain the linear results 
771=A,(6,~,,7)ei5+~.~., w3) 
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4,=-t [iA,(&~,~)e~*+c.c.] 
cash k(z+h) 
cash kh +@,(5,p94, 
02=gku, (+= tanh kh, 
where @(QL,T) represents the mean flow. 
Using Eqs. (A23)-(A25), Eqs. (A15)-(A18) give 
(c+hcw)cosh k(z+h) . r$2=(A,&*+c.c.) 
ka cash kh 




xcosh 2k(z+h) g 
-; (A1&~,p,~)ei*+c.c.) 
(z+h)sinh k(z+h) 
cash 2kh cash kh ’ 
Using Eqs. (A23)-(A28), Eqs. (A19) and (A22) give 
1 
953= -2 k+h)2(@~5f@,,)+2kw ig (A *w--Ad 





(z+h)sinh k(z+h) ’ 
+$ A,l5eiC 
(z+h)* cash k(z+h) 
cash kh cash kh 
+ Fe’6 
cash k(z+h) 





q3= Heit+ c.c., 6430) 
where F(&p,r) and H(&,T) are determined from the boundary conditions (A20) and (A21). 
Using Eqs. (A23)-(A30), Eqs. (A20), and (A21) give 
gW”55+ @,+L) =- -2,gzk (lA12>6, 6431) 
1 
’ F=&Alp,b+W+~A1~+& k (’ +; (; +m2)]AllC-& (2h+h2ku)Al15 
3iko 
-F(02-1)(1+~2)A;A~+ 
igk* 3igk* * 
20a4 (~-cT*)A:A;+~A:A:+;Q,~A,, (~32) 







a3( 1+ CT*) 
-5 k*g+g (3-a*) AfAT- @(Al. 
I 
(‘433) 
Eliminating F from Eqs. (A32) and (A33), we obtain 
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k*m* 






On using Eq. (A28), Eq. (A31) becomes 
Here, cP= w/k, and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to k. Equations (A34) and (A35) 
are the Davey-Stewartson equations. 
On the other hand, if we use Eq. (A28) again, Eq. (A34) can be rewritten as 
2iwAI.+ccpAIpCI+OW”A155=20Z +8cr*+? (1 -a*) AfAT, 
I 
(A36) 
which is the same as the one for the infinite-depth water case, provided the coefficient of the cubic 
nonlinear term on the right hand side is suitably redefined! 
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